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Introduction

Attending or sponsoring at conferences and trade shows is undoubtedly
hectic. Sales teams are hunting down potential prospects and marketing
teams are focused on targeting the right audiences and finding the best
events for their company to attend or sponsor.

right time allows them to engage with their
prospects in a more purposeful and meaningful
way.

In this Ebook, you will find a complete guide to
meeting automation platforms to help align your
marketing and sales teams, and ultimately,
facilitate better lead outreach and more
meetings scheduled. In the following chapters,
we’ll dive into meeting automation best
practices and tools and how to schedule the
right meetings to help close deals faster. Let’s
get started!

But when marketing and sales teams work
together and plan out their conference
meeting strategy, they provide valuable
insights for each team to support one
another. What conferences and trade
shows yield the highest ROI for your
organization? Which sales team members
should go to which events? That’s where
meeting automation platforms come in!

Every successful conference and trade
show strategy begins with focusing on a
finite audience of attendees and
developing a targeted approach for the
outreach to potential prospects–providing
the sales team with the right information to
use to schedule the right meetings at the
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What are Meeting Automation Platforms 
and Why are They Important?

What You’ll Learn:

q Defining meeting automation
q Completing the event arc
q Implementing meeting automation and its importance

ABOUT MEETING AUTOMATION 
PLATFORMS

Meeting automation platforms (MAPs) 
simplify the conference and trade show 
experience by automating the tasks and 
activities for which you typically rely on 
spreadsheets. They are applications, 
typically SaaS, that automate all activities 
associated with the event arc, starting at

Chapter 1

Copyright © 2019 | SummitSync, Inc.

According to recent research, meeting automation is an up-and-coming industry expected to grow
from $500 million to $3 billion by 2023. So what is this hot new technology? How can it help you?
In this chapter, we’ll explore and answer those questions.

starting at pre-event coordination, through on-site management, and ending with post-event
analysis.
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WHY ARE THEY IMPORTANT?

MAPs are important because they help
align your marketing team’s goals with the
sales team’s, improve the quality of leads
targeted, and reduce the length of the sales
cycle. They can also positively impact a
company’s bottom line by providing
transparency around ROI—companies can
know for certain which events drive them
the most revenue. Most MAPs integrate
with CRMs, though some do work as a
stand-alone platform.

If you need to make a case to your
organization for meeting automation, here
is a great example. Informa Events, a
SummitSync partner, began offering
meeting automation services to their
sponsors in 2018. As a result, they reported
that with the use of a meeting automation
platform, their clients scheduled 3x as many
meetings in 2018 compared to 2017.

q Pre-Event Coordination

q Know who is attending events. Certain
MAPs, like SummitSync’s, can predict
attendees for each major conference and
trade show based on publicly available data.
These lists help ensure you are shaking the
right hands and maximizing your resources.

q Easy scheduling. Each user is given a
personalized meeting link that syncs with
their calendar for joint meetings and allows a
prospect to select the time and location that
works best for them.

q More relevant meetings. When you know
who is attending an event, you are able to
shake hands with the right person for your
company. Gone are the days of scraping
websites for sponsors and speaker
information!

KEY COMPONENTS OF EACH STAGE 
INCLUDE:

The Event Arc
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q Post-Event Analysis

q Track event ROI. See what events fuel your pipeline and drive revenue without
picking up a calculator or using a tricky Excel formula.

q Strengthen team accountability. Sales teams get transparency around goals and
bottom lines helping align their personal goals to the organization’s, which then
allows departments to run like a well-oiled machine.

q Year-over-year performance data. Compare how your organization and team
perform year after year with clear, easy to digest data.

q On-Site Management

q Meeting management. Meetings scheduled within MAPs are synced with your
primary work calendars, allowing you to make adjustments within your calendar that
are then automatically synced within the MAP and CRM.

q Locations and resources. Sales team members unsure of whic locations they have
access to? Within MAPs marketing users can assign specific meeting locations to a
sales rep, ensuring that no location is double-booked and that your VIP meetings
have the right VIP location.

q Track team performance. Know instantly what meetings have occurred and review
meeting notes.

q Notes-to-Go. This new feature, exclusive to SummitSync, gets rid of stress and
saves time. Sales reps receive meeting reminders and prompts to log their notes,
saving managers and marketing teams the hassle of sending out reminders.

Copyright © 2019 | SummitSync, Inc.
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What are the Benefits of Using a Meeting 
Automation Platform?

What You’ll Learn:

q Pinpointing the most relevant handshakes at events
q Proving ROI on attending/sponsoring
q Boosting productivity and efficiency 

Chapter 2

The money spent represents the
largest single line item on most B2B
marketers budgets. Because of this,
meeting automation platforms were
created to help enterprises get more
out of every dollar invested in a
conference or trade show while
boosting sales and marketing
productivity.

What are the benefits of using a MAP? The short answer: Meeting automation platforms help B2B
companies schedule and manage more meetings and drive more revenue at conferences and
trade shows.

The more in-depth answer: Corporate tourism is a big business—each year, $570B is spent on
sponsoring, attending, or traveling to conferences and trade shows.

Copyright © 2019 | SummitSync, Inc.
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THE NITTY-GRITTY: BENEFITS IN ACTION

q Boosted productivity. Many MAPs integrate directly with leading CRM and
Marketing Automation platforms so sales and marketing teams can focus on
selling—not plugging data into spreadsheets.

q More relevant handshakes. With a MAP, it is easy to find out which individual
attendees you should meet with at an event, schedule and filter meetings with
the best prospects, and automate follow-up–all from a single interface.

q Proven event ROI. MAPs make it easy to track the impact of your event 
investment on business results, from prospects to meetings to revenue. 

q Increased volume of meetings. MAP users have reported an increase of 
300% of meetings scheduled at conferences and trade shows.

q Integrated CRMs. Having all information automatically update back to a CRM 
helps MAP users eliminate the reliance on spreadsheets and manual data 
entry.

q More qualified leads. If you receive a registration list for a conference or trade 
show, SummitSync can scan your CRM and identify which of your prospects 
will be at the event, allowing you to have more targeted pre-conference 
outreach approach.

Copyright © 2019 | SummitSync, Inc.
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How do Meeting Automation Platforms 
Help Marketing Teams?

Chapter 3

Incorporating a meeting automation platform into workflows is a great way for marketers to
automate activities and give a clear picture into the ROI of cost to opportunity created at a
conference or trade show. Think of it as an expansion to your marketing cloud. If a marketer has a
limited amount of time for pre-show reach-outs, wouldn’t you rather them have a streamlined
targeted approach?

Meeting automation platforms provide an opportunity for marketing teams to develop a deep
knowledge of the prospects and intended audience for the events your team attends. Once this
knowledge is developed, they can then spend their time messaging the right prospects for the
right handshakes, so sales teams have more meaningful meetings. By creating alignment between
the sales and marketing teams, the opportunities for valuable insights and accountability tracking
are endless.
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How do Meeting Automation Platforms 
Help Sales Teams?

Chapter 4

MAPs are helpful to sales reps in
many ways. For starters, they help
sales reps schedule all client
meetings in advance of events
through a personalized meeting
scheduling link. As a result, you will
know exactly how many meetings
each sales rep has scheduled and
can adjust team schedules
accordingly.

For example, if Dwight Schrute has 23 meeting scheduled, but Jim Halpert only has 3
meetings scheduled, you can easily assign Jim’s meetings to Dwight, saving your
company the cost of sending too many sales members to an event.

And with MAPs, gone are the days of manual data entry or dealing with spreadsheets!
Because they are automated and connect with CRMs, anything a sales rep logs is
automatically logged back into their CRM. SummitSync recently introduced Notes-to-Go,
a feature that sends text reminders to sales reps to confirm if a meeting occurred and
offers the ability to jot down notes from the meeting through text messaging.

It’s a win-win for everyone!

Copyright © 2019 | SummitSync, Inc.
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE

www.summitsync.com

CONNECT WITH US

hello@summitsync.com

Conclusion

You are now armed with the answers to the most commonly asked

questions about meeting automation platforms! We encourage you to

introduce your sales and marketing teams to the game-changing world

of meeting automation and artificial intelligence. By adopting a meeting

automation platform, you will shorten the sales cycle, drive more

revenue, and provide your teams with transparency around work and

accountability. Your team will save countless hours and make the most

of your company’s time and marketing budgets. Now, go set forth and

meet your meeting goals!
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